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Abstract:  The successful construction of a facility highly depends on adequate planning, 

design, and control of the construction process.  In an effort to better monitor and control 

the construction project, the construction industry has been engaged extensively in the de-

velopment of a new computerized design and management system applying the concept of 

Computer Integrated Construction (CIC).  The CIC is a new trend to improve the efficiency 

and accuracy of the entire construction process by integrating different types of information 

within computer based environment.  The primary objective of this paper is to propose a 

model for the development and implementation of an automated cost estimating system us-

ing 3D CAD and relational database under the CIC system environment.  The developed 

system automatically generates  the quantities  of  both elements and work items directly 

from 3D CAD object model, and provides the cost estimating information including project 

and home office overheads, and profit of the entire construction work.  Conclusions are 

made concerning the value of the effectiveness of the automated cost estimating system de-

veloped.  Finally, it is anticipated that successful implementation of the automated cost es-

timating system presented in this paper would be able to bring the significant improvement 

of productivity and quality in both design and construction phases, and increase the effi-

ciency of construction management as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

   During the past decades, the construction in-

dustry  has  witnessed  dramatic  developments  in 

electronic data generation and management tech-

nologies,  and  it  has  increasingly  applied  com-

puter-based aids such as Three Dimensional Com-

puter  Aided  Design  (3D  CAD)  and  relational 

database,  and  other  computer  assisted  manage-

ment tools.  Construction has multi-stage produc-

tion activities and a great amount of information 

is created and gathered throughout the construc-
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tion project life cycle; planning, design and engin-

eering, procurement and construction, and opera-

tion and maintenance.  However, the information 

produced in each phase has not been adequately 

integrated and managed causing both unnecessary 

overlapping works and loss of productivity during 

the construction [1].

   To overcome this problem and better monitor 

and  control  the  entire  construction  process,  the 

construction industry has been thus engaged ex-

tensively  in  developing  a  new  computerized 

design and construction management system us-

ing Computer Integrated Construction (CIC) and 

Information Technology (IT).  Such management 

tools would improve the efficiency and accuracy 

of the entire  construction process by integrating 

different  types  of  information  within  computer-

based  environment.   Especially,  cost  estimating 

that converts design information into construction 

information could be a core among the whole in-

formation related to construction projects.   This 

paper mainly focuses on presenting the research 

efforts for the development of an Automated Cost 

Estimating System (ACES)  using 3D CAD and 

relational database under CIC environment.  The 

3D CAD and relational database were used for:

1) Preparing architectural drawings

2) Defining the libraries for building shape, and its 

structural and finish elements

3) Taking off quantities for the elements and work 

items

4) Conducting actual cost estimating works

5) Reporting bill of quantity for bid preparation.

   The  developed  ACES  was  applied  and  ex-

amined to a steel reinforced concrete apartment, 

and  the  automated  cost  estimating  results  were 

compared with those of  a  conventional  method. 

Finally,  it  is  anticipated  that  successful  imple-

mentation  of  the  ACES presented  in  this  paper 

would be able to  bring the significant  improve-

ment  of  productivity and quality in  both design 

and  construction  phase,  and  increase  the  effi-

ciency of construction management as well.  Re-

commendations and future research works for fur-

ther development of the system are also presented 

in this paper.

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

2.1 Construction Integrated Construction Sys-

tem

   As previously mentioned, there is no doubt that 

the CIC is an effective management tool for im-

proving the efficiency and accuracy of the entire 

construction  process.   Several  researchers  have 

defined the meaning of the CIC in various ways. 

For example, Sanvido defined the CIC as “a goal 

to make better use of electronic computers to in-

tegrate  the  management,  planning,  design,  con-

struction, and operation of constructed facilities” 

[2].  Recently, its definition has been extended as 

“the  integration  of  corporate  strategy,  manage-

ment, computer systems, and information techno-

logy throughout the project’s entire life cycle and 

across different business functions” [3].

   That is, the CIC is a good project management 

and communication tool by which all the informa-

tion produced during the entire project life cycle 

can be efficiently shared, managed and controlled 

among various business  functions  within  an  or-

ganization (Fig. 1).  The ACES presented in this 

paper has been developed and successfully imple-

mented under such CIC environment.  
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Fig. 1.  Conceptual Diagram of a Computer

Integrated Construction System Environment

2.2 Construction Information Breakdown Struc-

ture

   A standardized construction information break-

down structure can be defined as a  unified lan-

guage (code structure).  It is required to increase 

the  efficiency  of  information  flow  and  project 

management in especially design and construction 

phase.  By establishing the construction informa-

tion  breakdown  structure,  the  design  and  con-

struction information can be systematically man-

aged and controlled.  It can be operated in a vari-

ety of forms and should be able to be reorganized 

adequately,  depending  on  the  requirements  and 

aims of  the  participants  including owner,  archi-

tect/engineer, and contractor in a particular con-

struction project.

   In  this paper,  a standardized construction in-

formation  breakdown structure  for  a  steel  rein-

forced concrete apartment construction was estab-

lished for the development of the ACES to be op-

erated under the CIC environment (Table 1).  The 

facet breakdown structure of International Stand-

ardization  Organization  (ISO)  and  CSI  Master-

format were mixed to establish the construction 

information breakdown structure presented in this 

paper.  As shown in Table 1, the construction in-

formation breakdown structure was classified into 

several fields so that the construction information 

needed in each phase over the entire project life 

cycle can be easily retrieved, sorted, and reorgan-

ized  in  accordance  with  the  requirements  and 

aims of the participants.

Table 1.  An established Construction

Information Breakdown Structure
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2.3 Sharing Information in Design and Con-

struction Phase 

   Generally speaking, construction cost estimat-

ing is to know beforehand the expected cost of a 

project, in varying degrees of accuracy, at differ-

ent phases of the project by taking off the quantit-

ies and calculating the unit prices[4].  It  plays a 

very important  role in the decision making pro-

cess that leads from concept to completion of a 

project.  The resource information including ma-

terial, labor and equipment for conducting actual 

construction works is also required for accurately 

measuring the quantities and the unit prices.  By 

using 3D CAD and relational database, the quant-

ities and the unit prices of both elements and work 

items  can  be  directly  measured  based  on  the 

design information, and they can be used for more 

effective schedule and cost planning and control 
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in construction phase.

   Entity Relation (ER) diagram shown in Fig. 2 

represents the information flow and attributes in 

each  design,  estimating  and  construction  phase. 

As shown in the ER diagram, the attributes of ba-

sic  quantity information in the design phase for 

cost estimation include the data from project ID to 

element type, based on the established construc-

tion information breakdown structure.  Attributes 

such  as  material  type,  dimensions  and  area  of 

each element are then followed.  All attributes are 

defined  and  arranged  as  fields  in  the  database 

table.

   Once the quantity take off of all elements and 

work items is done using basic quantity informa-

tion (attributes) measured from the 3D CAD ob-

ject model and the bill of quantity for bid is then 

created  by  connecting  the  quantity  information 

with resource information in construction phase.

ID
PROJECT
FACILITY
ZONE
BLDG
SECTION
SPACE
HOUSE
AREA
PART
TYPE
NUMBER
FIELD1
FIELD2
...

RAW_QNT

Design/
Quantity

LCODE TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
BARE_HR DOUBLE
BARE_DAY DOUBLE
ONP_HR DOUBLE
ONP_DAY DOUBLE
BARE_LH DOUBLE
ONP_LH DOUBLE

LABOR

ECODE TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
BARE_HR DOUBLE
BARE_DAY DOUBLE
ONP_HR DOUBLE
ONP_DAY DOUBLE
BARE_LH DOUBLE
ONP_LH DOUBLE

EQUIP

WPKG TEXT(50)
CREW TEXT(50)
MCODE TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
TOT_COST DOUBLE
DAY_OUT DOUBLE
LH DOUBLE

WPKG

MCODE TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
PCOST DOUBLE
ONP DOUBLE
ORDDATE DOUBLE
ARRDATE DOUBLE
STORAGE DOUBLE
VCODE DOUBLE

MAT

CREWCODE TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
TOT_COST DOUBLE
DAY_OUT DOUBLE
REALCOST DOUBLE
LH DOUBLE

USEDCREW

Resource

ID
PROJECT
FACILITY
ZONE
BLDG
SECTION
SPACE
HOUSE
AREA
PART
TYPE
NUMBER
WPKG TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
UNIT TEXT(50)
QNT DOUBLE

ELWP_QNT ID
PROJECT
FACILITY
ZONE
BLDG
SECTION
SPACE
HOUSE
AREA
PART
TYPE
NUMBER
WPKG TEXT(50)
DESC TEXT(50)
ACCNT TEXT(50)
UNIT TEXT(50)
QNT DOUBLE
UP DOUBLE
AMNT DOUBLE

PREESTIEstimating

Work

Fig.  2. Entity Relationship Diagram by

Construction Phases

3. REPRESENTATION OF DESIGN IN-

FORMATION

3.1 3D CAD System

   Architectural DeskTop (ADT) as a 3D CAD ap-

plication was used for effectively representing the 

graphic  information  in  design  phase.   Fig.  3 

shows a 3D object model for the steel reinforced 

concrete  apartment  selected  for  embodying  the 

ACES.   Representing  all  element  libraries  and 

connecting the design information with schedule 

or cost information in construction phase can be 

easily done by using the ADT.  The ADT can rep-

resent the basic quantity information of 3D object 

library components  as attributes in a table form 

(Fig. 4).

Fig 3.  3D Object Model of an Steel 

Reinforced Concrete Apartment Using ADT

Fig. 4.  Representation of

Wall Attributes Using ADT

3.2 Definition of Design Elements

   In most commercial cost estimating software, 
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estimators  should  have  in-depth  knowledge  in 

both two dimensional drawing and specification, 

and put the design information revealed from the 

drawing and specification directly into the cost es-

timating software.  The cost estimating software 

then takes off the quantities by the formulas that it 

originally has.

   The quantities calculated by the cost estimating 

software are classified into two parts:  structures 

and finishes.  The structural quantities are calcu-

lated  by  elements  such  as  foundation,  column, 

beam and wall etc., while the finish quantities are 

taken off by spaces such as room or kitchen.  Be-

cause the basic concepts of quantity take off pro-

cess for structures and finishes are different, there 

have been some limitations in integrating design 

and construction information for effective project 

management  and controls  under  a  computerized 

system environment.

   In taking off the quantities, the ACES regards 

both structures  and  finishes  as  an  object  model 

(element) and defines the design attributes of each 

element (Fig. 5 and 6).  The elements and their at-

tributes are then recorded in the database table for 

subsequent  cost  estimation processing.   For  ex-

ample, the structural element as an object model 

would  include  foundation,  column,  beam  and 

wall,  and  such  elements  are  composed  of  the 

quantity  information  such  as  steel  frames,  con-

crete, reinforcing bars and forms.  In order to take 

off  the  quantity  of  each  structural  element,  the 

element has its own design attributes according to 

the shape; height, length, and material type, etc. 

Fig. 5 shows an example of definition and design 

attributes of a cubic column.

HOR

VER

M AINBAR

SUBBAR1

SUBBAR2

HEIGHT

Co lumn

Slab or Base

Beam

HEIGHT

 MA IN BAR

 SUBBAR1

Cubic  Column

ID  
CODE 
HEIGHT 
HOR IZO NTAL LENGTH
VERTICAL LENGTH
MA IN BAR1TYPE 
MA IN BAR1N UM BER  
SUBBAR1TYPE  
SUBBAR1NUM BER 
SUBBAR2TYPE  
SUBBAR2NUM BER 
ETC.

S lab

Fig. 5  An Example of Definition and Design

Attributes of an Element (Cubic Column)

   The quantity information in finishes is seldom 

applied to any specific elements as in the case of 

the  structures,  and  can  be  dealt  with  an  object 

model,  which  is  changed  according  to  the  type 

and  variation  of  the  finish  element.   When  in-

stalling  wallpaper  on  a  wall,  if  there  are  any 

changes in the wallpaper object due to any win-

dows on the wall, the wallpaper objects in all pos-

sible cases should be defined, and their attributes 

such as height and length need to be identified for 

accurately taking off their quantities as well.  Fig. 

6  shows several  examples  of  the  structural  and 

finish elements and their attributes.
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Cubic Column

ID : long
Code : text
height : double
Hor : double
Ver : double
Vol : double
Main bar  : text
Sub bar 1 : text
Sub bar 2 : text
Main bar Num : double
Sub bar 1 Num : double
Sub bar 2 Num : double
etc.

Paint

ID : Long
CODE :Text
Type1 : Text
Len X : double
Len Y : double
etc .

Column

Wall Finishes

Cylinder Column

ID : long
Code : text
height : double
Dia : double
Vol : double
Main bar  : text
Sub bar 1 : text
Sub bar 2 : text
Main bar Num : double
Sub bar 1 Num : double
Sub bar 2 Num : double
etc.

Beam

Wall paper

ID : Long
CODE :Text
Type1 : Text
Len X : double
Len Y : double
etc .

Cubic Column

ID : long
Code : text
height : double
Hor : double
Ver : double
Vol : double
Main bar  : text
Sub bar 1 : text
Sub bar 2 : text
Main bar Num : double
Sub bar 1 Num : double
Sub bar 2 Num : double
etc.

Cylinder Column

ID : long
Code : text
height : double
Dia : double
Vol : double
Main bar  : text
Sub bar 1 : text
Sub bar 2 : text
Main bar Num : double
Sub bar 1 Num : double
Sub bar 2 Num : double
etc.

Cubic Column

ID : long
Code : text
height : double
Hor : double
Ver : double
Vol : double
Main bar  : text
Sub bar 1 : text
Sub bar 2 : text
Main bar Num : double
Sub bar 1 Num : double
Sub bar 2 Num : double
etc.

Slab

Cubic Column

ID : long
Code : text
height : double
Hor : double
Ver : double
Vol : double
Main bar  : text
Sub bar 1 : text
Sub bar 2 : text
Main bar Num : double
Sub bar 1 Num : double
Sub bar 2 Num : double
etc.

Wall

Hor : Horizontal
Ver : Vertical
Vol : Volume
Dia : Diameter
Len X : Horizontal Length 
Len Y : Vertical Length

Dictionary

Fig 6. Representation of

Elements and  Their Attributes

3.3 Quantity Information Table

   A quantity information table represents the basic 

quantities  of  the  structural  and  finish  elements 

defined as object models in the design phase us-

ing the ADT, and lists their attributes.  Types of 

each element are set on rows and its attributes are 

arranged on columns (fields) in the database table. 

For example,  the 53rd type of  a  reinforced con-

crete beam (element; P223) and its attributes are 

set on the table as shown in the 1st line of Fig. 7. 

In this case, field 1, 2, 3 indicate the beam length 

(3000㎝),  width (350㎝)  and height  (500㎝)  at-

tributes, respectively.  The types of main and sub 

bars  and  their  numbers  are  also  shown  in  the 

fields of the database table and these attributes are 

then directly used to take off the quantities related 

to the beam.

Fig. 7  Basic quantity information

Created in Design Phase

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF ACES

4.1 Cost Estimating Process of the ACES

   The developed ACES takes off the quantities in 

the structural/finish elements and work items, and 

reports  some  forms  of  bill  of  quantity  as  well. 

Then, the results can be used for the effective cost 

and  schedule  management  and  controls  in  con-

struction  phase  by  querying  the  preferred  field 

codes, according to the requirements and aims of 

users.  Fig. 8 briefly describes the entire cost es-

timating process of the AES.  First, once the basic 

quantity information is gathered from the 3D ob-

ject  models  (elements)  created  in  design  phase, 

the quantities of each structural and finish element 

are taken off.  Such quantity information includes 

the volume of  concrete,  area of  form,  type and 

length of reinforcing bar, and horizontal and ver-

tical  length of  finishes  and so on.   Second,  the 

quantity information of the elements is then diver-

ted into the work items, and the unit prices of re-

sources such as materials, labors and equipment 

including overhead cost are applied to the quant-

ity information of the work items.  The quantity or 

cost  information  by  elements,  work  items  and 
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floors can be easily identified by manipulating the 

fields of the database table, according the prefer-

ence of the users.  Finally, the ACES reports some 

forms of bill of quantity (Fig. 8).  

Source(M,L,Q)

Bill of Quantity Reported

3D CAD Element Data

Basic Quantity by Element

Cost Calculation

WPKG

Sorting(Element,Work,Floor etc.)

Fig 8. Entire Cost Estimating Process by ACES

   An operating module of the ACES consists of 

several steps; 1) user registration and project se-

lection (Fig. 9), 2) quantity take off by elements 

and work items through data processing (Fig. 10), 

3) creation of reports of bill of quantity by apply-

ing  the  unit  prices  to  the  quantity  information 

(Fig. 11).

Fig. 9  User registration and Project selection 

Fig 10. Quantity Take off by

Elements and Work Items

Fig 11. Cost Estimating and Report Functions

4.2 Quantity Take off Table and Reporting Bill  

of Quantity

   The basic quantity information obtained from 

3D object models created by the ADT is directly 

used as the parameters of functions (formulas) es-

tablished for creating the specific quantity inform-

ation  tables  in  cost  estimating  phase  (Fig.  12). 

With these functions, the quantity information by 

elements, work items and floors can be represen-

ted  in  the  forms  of  table  (Fig.  13).   From  the 

tables,  the  information  needed  in  construction 

phase can be queried according to the purposes of 

users.   For  example,  the  quantity  information 

queried  by  floors  or  elements  can  be  used  for 

schedule management, while the quantity inform-

ation by the work items can be used for cost man-
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agement and controls.

   Calculating the unit prices can be done using the 

information provided by owner and  commercial 

cost data.  The unit price for a work item is com-

posed of material, labor, equipment, and overhead 

cost as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 12  Functions Defined for Quantity Take off

Fig.13 Quantity Take off Table for

an Element (Column)

Fig.14  An Example of Bill of Quantity Reported

4.3 Experimental Result of ACES

   The developed ACES was examined by compar-

ing the results  of  quantity take  off  between  the 

ACES and an estimating expert using a conven-

tional method (Table 2).  In the comparison, only 

the results of quantity take off between the ACES 

and the conventional method were compared and 

analyzed because any unit prices can be applied to 

both methods.  As a result, the quantities calcu-

lated by the ACES were less than those by the 

conventional method.  There was about 0 to 8% 

difference in the quantities.  It was due to the fact 

that  the  ACES took off  the  quantities  based on 

only visual  elements  and  attributes  defined  and 

expressed by 3D CAD, while the estimating ex-

pert applied an extra quantities or rates depending 

on his own experience in taking off the quantities. 

As a future study, the use of an expert system is 

thus recommended for more accurate cost estim-

ating using the knowledge base of human experts.

Table 2. Comparison of Quantity Take off

Between ACES and a Conventional Method
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5. CONCLUSTIONS

   This paper mainly focused on presenting the re-

search  efforts  for  the  development  of  an  auto-

mated cost estimating system that can be operated 

under Computer Integrated Construction environ-

ment.  The ACES was developed using 3D CAD 

and relational  database,  and the overall  cost  es-

timating process of the ACES was also briefly de-

scribed in this paper.  The developed ACES was 

successfully demonstrated by applying the system 

to an actual  steel reinforced concrete apartment, 

which is currently being built.  The result of the 

quantity take off  by the automated  method was 

then compared with that by a human expert.  For 

more accurate cost estimating, the use of an ex-

pert system shell using the knowledge base of hu-

man expert was also recommended in this paper. 

Finally,  it  is  anticipated  that  successful  imple-

mentation and further development of the ACES 

presented in this paper would be able to bring the 

significant improvement of productivity and qual-

ity in both design and construction phase, and in-

crease the efficiency of construction project man-

agement as well.
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